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Against Islam 
But the preparations have sparked criticism, mostly from reli-

gious minorities who accuse Modi’s government of pushing a
pro-Hindu agenda in officially secular India. Some Muslim groups
complained last week that chanting the sacred Hindu sound of
“Om” during yoga as well as certain poses, such as “surya
namaskar” or sun salutation, have clear Hindu overtones and
were against Islam. 

“While doing yoga, one needs to do surya namaskar, which
means you pray to the sun. The government needs to understand
Muslims cannot pray to anybody except Allah,” Asaduddin
Owaisi, a Muslim lawmaker, told the Press Trust of India news
agency. Hardline Hindu lawmaker Yogi Adityanath, from Modi’s
right-wing Bharatiya Janata Party, has meanwhile said those
objecting to yoga could drown themselves in the sea or leave
India.

The government quickly distanced itself from his comments,
reassuring critics that participation was optional and that the day
was focused on improving health. Scholars believe yoga dates
back 5,000 years, based on archaeological evidence and refer-
ences to yogic teachings in the ancient Hindu scriptures of the
Vedas. Experts like Ishwar Basavaraddi, head of the Delhi-based
Morarji Desai National Institute of Yoga, described it as India’s
“best cultural export” that transcends religion and soothes hectic
lifestyles.

“The foundation of yoga is science and philosophy, not any
religion,” Basavaraddi told AFP, defining it as “holistic exercise
through energy and mind management”. Yoga novice Halil
Ahmed, a paramilitary soldier in Delhi who has been taking part
in government-sponsored classes, agreed. “Yoga brings peace to
the body and mind,” Ahmed told AFP after a recent session spent
chanting “Om”. “Yoga has benefited me in multiple ways.”

Indian yoga practitioners participate in a full dress rehearsal
for International Yoga Day.

Indian Navy men perform Yoga during rehearsals for the
International Yoga Day. 

Indian yoga practitioners participate in a full dress rehearsal for International Yoga Day in
New Delhi.

Indian yoga practitioners participate in a session organized by the Bharatiya Yog Sansthan
Association in Amritsar.

Indian acid attack survivors, 20-year-old, Rupa (left), 26-year-old, Laxmi (center) and  30-year-old, Sonia attend a yoga class
ahead of International Yoga Day in New Delhi. — AP/AFP photos  


